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Teach Yourself VISUALLY Adobe Photoshop Lightroom 2 (Teach Yourself VISUALLY (Tech))Visual, 2008
Are you a visual learner? Do you prefer instructions that show you how to do something — and skip the long-winded explanations? If so, then this book is for you. Open it up and you'll find clear, step-by-step screen shots thatshow you how to tackle more than 140 Adobe PhotoshopLightroom 2 tasks. Each task-based spread covers a single...
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Cisco IP Routing Protocols: Troubleshooting TechniquesCharles River, 2004
Cisco IP Routing Protocols: Troubleshooting Techniques is a  comprehensive reference guide for network professionals facing problems with  implementing and configuring IP routing protocols. It begins with an explanation  of troubleshooting methodologies and tools, including Cisco and TCP/IP  diagnostic commands and basic protocol...
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SQL: Visual QuickStart Guide (3rd Edition)Peachpit Press, 2008
SQL is a standard interactive and programming language for querying and  modifying data and managing databases. This task-based tutorial and  reference guide takes the mystery out learning and applying SQL. After  going over the relational database model and SQL syntax in the first  few chapters, veteran author Chris Fehily immediately launches...
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Silverlight 4 Business Intelligence SoftwareApress, 2010

	Business Intelligence (BI) software allows you to view different components of a business using a single visual platform, which makes comprehending mountains of data easier. BI is everywhere. Applications that include reports, analytics, statistics, and historical and predictive modeling are all examples of BI. Currently, we are in the second...
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Crystal Reports Professional ResultsMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Create presentation-quality reports and complex, interactive analysis documents both on and off the Web with help from this thorough resource. Learn to use this powerful reporting tool to develop and design reports, make maps, tables, and charts, and much more. Produce visually appealing reports quickly and effectively, extract and present data...
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Microsoft Office 2007 SimplifiedVisual, 2007
Are you new to computers? Does new technology make you nervous? Relax! You're holding in your hands the easiest guide ever to Office 2007 — a book that skips the long-winded explanations and shows you how things work. All you have to do is open the book, follow Chip, your friendly guide — and discover just how easy it is to get up to...
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Adobe Creative Suite 4 Design Premium Classroom in a BookAdobe Press, 2009
This thorough, self-paced guide to Adobe Creative Suite 4 is ideal for users who want to learn the key features of Adobe's stellar collection of professional design tools. Readers are first given a brief program overview of the Design Suite that highlights common features and includes a section on cross-media workflows. Then readers will get up to...
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XML Publishing with Adobe InDesignO'Reilly, 2010

	In this book, we will be referring to InDesign CS5, and previous versions of the

	program back to CS3, generically as "InDesign CS". When there are important

	differences in the version's XML features, we will indicate for which version the

	screen shot or other information applies. Many features are not different from one...
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Head First AlgebraO'Reilly, 2009

	Having trouble understanding algebra? Do algebraic concepts, equations, and logic just make your head spin? We have great news: Head First Algebra is designed for you. Full of engaging stories and practical, real-world explanations, this book will help you learn everything from natural numbers and exponents to solving systems of equations...
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Teach Yourself VISUALLY Office 2013 (Tech)Visual, 2013

	Learn the new Microsoft Office suite the easy, visual way


	Microsoft Office 2013 is a power-packed suite of office productivity tools including Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Outlook, Access, and Publisher. This easy-to-use visual guide covers the basics of all six programs, with step-by-step instructions and full-color screen...
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Head First Iphone Development: A Learner's Guide to Creating Objective-C Applications for the IphoneO'Reilly, 2009
Let's say you have an idea for a killer iPhone app. Where do you begin?  Head First iPhone Development will help you get your first application up and running in no time. You'll quickly learn to use iPhone SDK tools, including Interface Builder and Xcode, and master Objective-C programming principles that will make your app stand out....
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Teach Yourself VISUALLY Android Phones and TabletsVisual, 2013

	The fast and easy way for visual learners to get up to speed on Android


	Packed with step-by-step, image-driven guidance, this must-have Visual book offers the latest tips for getting the most out of your Android devices that run on the most recent versions of the Android OS. Through the use of clear, visual instruction, you...
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